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Abstract
Methodologists have moved away from using survey response rates to indicate risks of non-response
bias. Instead, indicators estimating dataset representativeness in terms of variation in sample frame
response propensities have been developed. Incorporating statistical models predicting response
propensities, and so requiring attribute information on the entire sample frame, these indicators also
allow variation to be decomposed to assess the impact of respondent response propensity variation
associated with multiple attribute variables. Coupled with call record paradata, they can also be used to
monitor data collection over time, and so can inform adaptive strategies in which methods may be
modified between fieldwork periods with the aim of maximizing data quality / minimizing costs. Use
of these indicators is growing, but gaps in our knowledge remain, especially regarding adaptive
strategies. For example, the generalizability of trajectories of dataset representativeness over data
collection across different surveys of the same sample frame is unstudied. Hence, it is unknown whether
rules for ending data collection with minimal effect on representativeness derived for one survey of a
population are applicable to another. We address this question using sample frame census attribute data
and call record paradata for two UK social surveys. We use R indicators and Coefficients of Variation
of response propensities to describe dataset representativeness trajectories over collection for each
survey, and consider whether it is possible to end collection early without affecting data quality. We
then compare trajectories in each survey, and evaluate whether rules are generalizable.
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1. Introduction
For many years, methodologists sought to maximize survey response rates, utilizing them as indicators
of the risk of bias in estimated quantities caused by non-response (e.g. Olson 2006). Recently though,
response rates have fallen (de Leeuw & de Heer 2002). In addition, empirical work has indicated they
are poor predictors of non-response bias (see, for example, Groves & Peytcheva 2008). Consequently,
researchers have begun to develop alternative methods to assess the risk of non-response bias.
In particular, these methods include indicators estimating dataset representativeness in terms of
variation in the propensity of survey sample frame members to respond, such as R indicators and
Coefficients of Variation of response propensities (hereafter CVs: see Schouten et al. 2012; Wagner
2012 for details). Based on statistical models predicting response propensities, indicators of this type
require attribute information on the entire sample frame, from a previous wave, linked administrative
data, population register or census. Another advantage is that they can be decomposed to assess impacts
on representativeness of response propensity variation associated with multiple attribute variables.
Moreover, when coupled with call record paradata and visualisation of their trajectories, such indicators
can be used to monitor data collection over time (Lundquist & Särndal 2013; Correa et al. 2015). Hence,
they can inform adaptive strategies in which data collection is modified between fieldwork periods to
maximize data quality / minimize collection costs.

Use of the above indicators is growing, but gaps in our knowledge remain, especially regarding
adaptive strategies. For example, one reason for monitoring representativeness trajectories is to derive
stopping rules for ending data collection without affecting data quality. Given monitoring costs, it would
be useful if once derived these rules could be generalized to other surveys. In the limited work so far
though, it has been found in some surveys that representativeness increases at a decreasing rate over the
call record, reaching a point where further increases are minimal (e.g. Correa et al. 2015), whereas in
others it does not increase at all (e.g. Lundquist & Särndal 2013). However, the studied surveys took
place in different countries. Consequently, it is still unknown whether representativeness trajectories
are similar for surveys of the same population.
We address this question using, for the UK, a unique dataset linking outcomes and call records
from two social surveys to census attribute data on both responding and non-responding households
(part of the Office for National Statistics (ONS) 2011 Census Non-response Link Study, or CNRLS).
We utilise R indicators and CVs to quantify dataset representativeness over the repeated attempts to
interview sample frames. We consider whether data collection for each survey can be ended early
without affecting quality, and then compare patterns to evaluate whether such rules are generalizable.
2. Methods
We study: a) The Life Opportunities Survey (LoS), which considers local facility use and participation
in leisure activities and employment opportunities, focussing on the effects of impairment; and b) The
Labour Force Survey (LFS), which considers labour market related topics. Surveys employ simple
random sampling of households (HHs), with face to face interviews with all HH members sought.
The CNRLS links HHs in the survey sample frames from January to July 2011 to the 27th March
2011 census records of their occupants, providing HH attribute data whether survey responses were
obtained or not (Parry-Langdon 2011). It is a rare resource for studying dataset representativeness as it
is, but we have further appended details of calls made (up to 20) to HHs until interview, refusal or
fieldwork ending. Hence, we can also investigate representativeness trajectories over data collection.
Both the LoS and the LFS are longitudinal surveys, but as the CNRLS includes cases around the census
HHs appear only once. Hence, our datasets are cross-sectional. We consider wave one survey data
only, to avoid sample attrition effects on representativeness. The LoS dataset includes 5870 HHs and
the LFS dataset 16931 HHs. The final response rate is 74.2% in the LoS and 67.6% in the LFS.
For each dataset, we quantify representativeness at each call (1 to 20) using R indicators and
CVs (Schouten et al 2012; Wagner 2012). Given a set of attribute variables, overall R indicators are the
transformed (to 0 to 1) standard deviation of sample predicted response propensities. Higher values
indicate greater representativeness. Overall CVs are these standard deviations divided by response
propensity means. Smaller values indicate greater representativeness. We compute overall indicators,
and unconditional partial by variable variants to assess impacts of variation associated with different
HH attribute variables. With partial indicators, smaller values indicate greater representativeness.
We consider a range of HH attribute variables relevant to surveys in analyses (Table 1), but
assess impacts on representativeness of (and include in propensity models) only those with, as main
effects, a substantial effect in either of two logistic regressions predicting response propensities in the
two final survey datasets. We defined a substantial effect as an increase in the Akaike Information
Criterion (AIC) of >2 when removed from / added to the final model, and dropped ‘Impaired individual
in HH’ and ‘Anyone Fluent in English in HH’ for the analyses presented here (details not shown). We
use graphical methods developed by Correa et al (2015) to visualise indicator trajectories.
3. Results
We visualise response rate development in the two datasets in Figure 1. Rates develop similarly, at first
increasing substantially but at a decreasing rate with minimal further increases for later call numbers.
The LFS call one rate is higher but rates of increase after lower than in the LoS. Rates increase by <1%
after call 11 in the LoS and call 9 in the LFS. The mean number of calls per HH is 7.64 (SD = 7.55) for
the LoS and 7.97 (SD = 8.08) for the LFS, and the mean number of calls to a HH per successful interview
is 3.33 (SD = 2.22, range = 1 to 19) for the LoS and 2.75 (SD = 1.94, range = 1 to 17) for the LFS.

We visualise overall representativeness indicators in the two datasets given the attribute
variables in Figure 1. The two sets of trajectories are qualitatively similar, but differ quantitatively. R
indicators at call one are both high, indicating high representativeness, decrease at calls two and three,
then increase at decreasing rates, with minimal (final value minus call n value <0.01) further increases
after call 11 for the LoS and call 8 for the LFS. CVs both decrease, indicating increased
representativeness, at decreasing rates, with minimal (call n value minus final value <0.01) further
decreases after call 11 for the LoS and call 8 for the LFS. The R indicator early trajectories likely reflect
a shortcoming: at low response rates they can over-estimate representativeness because population subgroup response propensities are less able to diverge (Schouten et al. 2012). CVs account for this by
standardising, though they also indicate increased representativeness if response rates rise but response
propensity variation stays the same (Lundquist & Särndal 2013). However, here R indicator increases
after initial reductions suggest representativeness increases over call records. The LoS R indicator starts
larger and decreases for longer than for the LFS, and its final value is slightly smaller. CVs for the two
datasets also indicate similar representativeness trajectories (see also below).
We visualise LOS dataset partial indicators in Figures 2a, 2b, 3a & 3b. ‘HH Economic Status’,
‘Retiree in HH’, ‘HH Structure’ (the variables impacting most on representativeness), and ‘Individual
in Ill Health in HH’ indicators exhibit equivalent trajectories to overall indicators, with the same
explanations. R indicators at call one are low (indicating high representativeness), increase at calls two
and three then decrease at decreasing rates over the record. CVs decrease at a decreasing rate. ‘Located
in London / SE’ R indicators increase then level off and ‘Cars available’ R indicators remain similar
over the record, with CVs decreasing at decreasing rates. These trajectories are analogous to and have
the same explanation as those found by Lundquist & Särndal (2013): that response propensity variation
associated with variables plateaus / remains similar over the record and decreases in CVs reflect higher
response rates. For ‘Tenure’ and ‘Accommodation type’, both indicators increase to call four then
decrease slightly. The CV trajectories suggest variation associated with these variables does initially
increase, though they could also occur if enough subgroup response propensity divergence accompanies
higher response rates. For variables for which they are relevant, points after which there are minimal
indicator decreases tend to occur earlier in the record than overall indicators suggest (details not shown).
We visualise LFS dataset partial indicators in Figures 4a, 4b, 5a & 5b. Some are qualitatively
similar to those for the LoS. ‘HH Economic Status’ and ‘Retiree in HH’ R indicators increase then
decrease at decreasing rates and CVs decrease at decreasing rates over the record. ‘Tenure’ R indicators
and CVs both increase then decrease slightly. For most other variables, only slight differences are seen
from those for the LoS. ‘Individual in Ill Health in HH’ R indicators decrease at a decreasing rate and
‘Located in London / SE’ R indicators are similar over the record, instead of increasing then decreasing,
but CVs decrease at decreasing rates as for the LoS. ‘Accommodation type’ R indicators increase then
decrease slightly, as for the LoS, but CVs decrease slightly instead of increasing then decreasing. ‘HH
structure’ R indicators increase then decrease at a decreasing rate and CVs decrease at a decreasing rate,
as for the LoS but to a lesser extent. These differences seem linked to response rate development. The
lack of initial increases in ‘Individual in Ill Health in HH’ and ‘Located in London / SE’ R indicators is
correlated with higher LFS response rates at that point, which likely enable more response propensity
divergence than in the LoS (this is also probably why LoS overall R indicators initially indicate greater
representativeness). Moreover, higher response rates can explain the lack of initial increase in LFS
‘Accommodation type’ CVs: they are denominators in statistics. Generally, indicator changes are also
smaller in the LFS, in which response rates rise less sharply.
For ‘Cars available’, a substantively different representativeness trajectory to that for the LoS
is suggested. Both R indicators and CVs decrease then increase at decreasing rates over the record,
instead of respectively remaining similar and decreasing at a decreasing rate. In our talk, we further
consider this difference using by variable category indicators (we do not present these here due to lack
of space). We mention as well that even when LFS indicator trajectories are qualitatively similar to in
the LoS, there are differences in call one values, rates of change and points at which values asymptote
or plateau. Final indicator values for variables are mostly similar (differences <0.02), though within
dataset rankings differ, with for the LFS ‘Located in London / SE’, ‘Accommodation type’ and ‘HH

Structure’ impacting most on representativeness. For variables for which they are relevant, points after
which there are minimal indicator decreases (again these are mostly earlier than the overall indicators
suggest) tend to occur earlier in the call record for the LFS (details not shown).
4. Conclusions and further work
We quantify dataset representativeness trajectories for two UK social surveys using R indicators and
CVs, to study whether rules for ending data collection early without affecting quality are generalizable
across surveys of the same population. Our results indicate many qualitative similarities in trajectories
between the two datasets, both overall and with partial indicators assessing variation associated with
different HH attribute variables. Generally (i.e. with a few variable level exceptions), representativeness
increases at a decreasing rate, with minimal increases later on in call records. Moreover, differences
between datasets often seem to be linked to response rate development patterns.
Representativeness trajectories like those detailed above, with minimal increases later on in call
records, suggest derivation of rules for ending data collection early is feasible for the two datasets.
However, would rules be similar? Notwithstanding qualitative similarities in trajectories, actual points
when representativeness increases became minimal (defined as a difference between an indicator and
its final value <0.01) differ between datasets. For example, points for overall indicators occur at call 11
for the LoS and at call 8 for the LFS (we consider variable level patterns in our talk). Given this, and as
we are not aware of other work comparing dataset representativeness over call records in surveys of the
same sample frame, we must therefore advise caution when generalising stopping rules, both across the
studied surveys and across groups of surveys considering other populations.
We recognise though, that a two survey comparison has limited power. The CNRLS includes
two more UK survey datasets with relevant paradata, the ONS Opinions Survey and the Living Costs
and Food Survey. We are currently analysing these datasets, and plan to include findings in our talk.
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Table 1: Household attribute variables considered in this study. Variables in italics not included in
representativeness analyses. See text for explanation.
Variable
Categories
HH Economic Status
1) All employed; 2) all unemployed; 3) all inactive; 4) mixed.
HH structure
1) One adult; 2) One adult, children; 3) couple, no children;
4) couple, children; 5) >Two adults, children or otherwise.
HH type
1) House; 2) Flat; 3) Other.
Tenure type
1) Owned; 2) Rented / other.
Cars available
1) None; 2) One car; 3) Two cars; 3) Three or more cars.
Individual in ill health in HH
1) Yes; 2) No.
Retiree in HH
1) Yes; 2) No.
Located in London / South East
1) Yes; 2) No.
Impaired individual in HH
1) Yes; 2) No.
Anyone fluent in English in HH
1) Yes; 2) No.
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Figure 1: Response rates (RR), overall R indicators (R), and overall Coefficients of Variation of
response propensities (CVs) over the call record for the LoS and LFS datasets. See text for explanation.
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Figure 2: a) and b) Unconditional partial R indicators over the LoS call record for attribute variables
included in the representativeness analyses. See text for explanation.
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Figure 3: a) and b) Unconditional partial CVs over the LoS call record for attribute variables included
in the representativeness analyses. See text for explanation.
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Figure 4: a) and b) Unconditional partial R indicators over the LFS call record for attribute variables
included in the representativeness analyses. See text for explanation.
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Figure 5: a) and b) Unconditional partial CVs over the LFS call record for attribute variables included
in the representativeness analyses. See text for explanation.

